MAPPING – RESOURCES & ACTIVITIES FOR JUDICIAL OPERATORS
CI UNESCO MONTEVIDEO
Resources related to judges and legal frameworks

ACTIVITY

Marco Jurídico
Internacional de la
libertad de expresión,
acceso a la información
pública y protección de
periodistas

The role of the judiciary
and international
cooperation to foster
safety of journalists –
What works?

PARTNERS
UNESCO
Montevideo

RESOURCES
Self-Directed Course (Knight Center for
Journalist):

CIDH - RELE

https://journalismcourses.org/course/liberta
ddeexpresion/

Organized by
UNESCO HQ
and members
of the Group
of Friends on
the Safety of
Journalists at
UNESCO

Video recordings
English, French, Spanish and Arabic
Additional resources:
Guidelines for prosecutors on cases of crimes
against journalists (EN ; FR ; SP; ARA)
Online violence against women journalists: a
global snapshot of incidence and
impacts (EN ; FR ; SP; ARA)
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NOTES
A brief overview of the judges initiative:
Since 2013, UNESCO has trained almost
17,000 judges (globally) and other judicial
actors on the legal systems and international
standards relating to freedom of expression,
access to public information, and the safety of
journalists, of which 15,000 of those are from
Latin America and the Caribbean. We see
these actors as crucial allies in achieving our
mission of promoting and defending freedom
of expression and freedom of the press, as
well as ensuring the safety of journalist and
addressing the issue of impunity.

Brochure of the 2020 UNESCO DirectorGeneral’s Report on the Safety of Journalists
and the Danger of
Impunity (EN ; FR ; SP ; ARA)
Website: https://en.unesco.org/themes/safety
-journalists
Caja de herramientas
para escuelas judiciales
iberoamericanas:
formación de
formadores en libertad
de expresión, acceso a la
información pública y
seguridad de periodistas

Freedom of expression
and public order:
UNESCO
fostering the relationship
between security forces
and journalists

Publication:
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf000
0251593?posInSet=2&queryId=d22a33429847-4ad6-aa8b-cb9461d4faa7

Publication:
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf000
0261467?posInSet=31&queryId=d45628a513bc-470e-b3e4-8530ec01d335
Available in English and Portuguese
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Freedom of expression
and public order:
training manual

UNESCO

Guidelines for
UNESCO
prosecutors on cases of
crimes against journalists

Publication:
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf000
0231305?posInSet=7&queryId=5024923404a2-47b2-a74a-bb8660c3a156
Available in English
Publication:
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf000
0375138_spa

Directrices para fiscales
en casos relacionados
con delitos contra
periodistas

Available English, Spanish and Portuguese

COVID-19: el papel de los UNESCO
operadores judiciales y la
protección y promoción
del derecho a la libertad
de expresión: directrices

Programme and meeting document:
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf000
0374208_spa
Available English, Spanish and Portuguese

COVID-19: the role of
judicial operators in the
protection and
promotion of the right to
freedom of expression:
guidelines
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Webinar series: Legal
challenges related to
freedom of expression
amid the COVID-19
pandemic

UNESCO
The Knight
Center for
Journalism in
The Americas
The Bonavero
Institute for
Human Rights

Webinar:
https://youtu.be/aSDPxORKp0Y
Available English, Spanish and Portuguese

The Reuters
Institute for
the Study of
Journalism
School for Judges:
lessons in freedom of
information and
expression from (and
for) Latin America's
courtrooms

UNESCO,
Bonavero
Institute &
UNESCO

Programme and meeting document:
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf000
0263857_spa

Available English and Spanish

Escuela para Jueces:
lecciones de libertad de
información y expresión
desde y para los
tribunales de América
Latina
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International Standards
of Freedom of
Expression

MOOC
https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/centresinstitutes/bonavero-institute-humanrights/bonavero-institute-unesco-joint-moocfreedom
Please note, the course ended on the 30th June
2021

¿Como acabar con la
inmunidad de los
crímenes contra las
periodistas?

UNESCO

Video:
https://youtu.be/9ZR_NS4myX0

Artificial Intelligence and
the Rule of Law.

UNESCO,
CETIC.br and
the Future
Society

NEWS ITEM ABOUT SURVEY
at: https://en.unesco.org/news/judicialoperators-100-countries-express-interestlearning-about-ai-and-rule-law-unesco

The course will be delivered through six
modules, designed to promote reflection and
discussion around key issues related to AI and
the rule of law. Each module will be led by a
facilitator, a relevant subject-matter expert,
and also feature 1 to 3 guest speakers. The six
modules the course unpacks are:
•
•
•
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An Introduction to Why Digital
Transformation and AI Matter for
Justice Systems
AI Adoption Across Justice Systems
The Rise of Online Courts

•
•
•

Algorithmic Bias and its Implications
for Judicial Decision Making
Safeguarding Human Rights in the Age
of AI
AI Ethics & Governance Concerning
Judicial Operators

The course registration will be launched in
November 2021 and the course itself would
be available for judicial operators around the
world in March 2022.

AI - Online Courses (not aimed the judiciary but useful)
ACTIVITY
Defending Human Rights in the
Age of Artificial Intelligence

PARTNERS

RESOURCES
The course is open access and is
available at: Defending Human
Rights in the Age of Artificial
Intelligence | EdApp Microlearning
Course Library

UNESCO and UNITAR
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NOTES
UNESCO and UNITAR jointly
launched a new microlearning
course on AI and Human Rights
for youths aged 16 to 24. The
course breaks down complex
concepts about AI through
activities built around our daily
technology interactions. The
course focuses on how freedom
of expression, right to privacy

and the right to equality are
impacted using AI.
THE COURSE IS CURRENTLY
BEING TRANSALTED INTO
SPANISH.

Freedom of Expression and Safety of Journalists - Online Courses
ACTIVITY

PARTNERS

RESOURCES
All Resources:

Freedom of Expression and
Safety of Journalists Online
Courses

Multi
https://en.unesco.org/themes/fosteringfreedom-expression/online-courses
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NOTES

